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Charging is becoming a more and more interesting issue in the Internet as well as in ATM net-
works. This report first gives an overview on pricing schemes including a rough classification. Also
some problems associated especially with Internet pricing are addressed. The most important
concepts for pricing in both types of networks are presented in a short form. The advantages and
disadvantages of each scheme are pointed out. Finally, the pricing approaches are compared in
order to be able to decide which are the most promising solutions.
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1 Introduction

With the Internet becoming more and more popular not only technical but also econom
aspects are a matter of increasing interest. Among the members of the Internet commun
ferent expectations to Internet economics can be observed.

Internet users want to get best service for their money. While there are various types of ap
tions with completely different characteristics and requirements, not only some kind of
effort service but also the possibility to choose between different levels of quality of servi
a desirable feature from the users’ viewpoint.

Service providers compete to keep a good market position and to make revenue from th
work. Therefore they have to offer services attractive in both quality and price on the one
while on the other hand limiting their network costs. Appropriate pricing schemes have
developed to achieve these goals.

As a consequence from this also equipment providers are influenced by economical as
New pricing schemes raise the need for new architectures and mechanisms which hav
implemented in routers or edge devices. Also accounting and billing impose questions
cerning the software needed to operate a network running a certain pricing method.

While pricing has a long tradition in classical telecommunication networks like the teleph
network a remarkable characteristic of the Internet is that service has been for free. Free
that only access fees have to be paid on a per month or per year basis. This kind of fla
pricing, however, does not provide an appropriate instrument to cope with increasing co
tion in the Internet.

Therefore another pricing model becomes more and more interesting: usage-sensitive o
gestion pricing. In addition to the flat access price a user pays a variable charge for eac
sent over the network. The basic idea is further that this charge per unit of bandwidth is h
in times and locations of congestion, while it may be zero if there is no congestion.

A third pricing model is called transaction-based pricing in the literature [33, 41]. This typ
charging scheme also takes the usage of network resources into account. However, n
amount of data sent over the network determines the price but the characteristics of a tr
tion (or connection). So transaction pricing mainly refers to connection-oriented transmi
like in the telephone system or in ATM networks.

The next section gives an overview to Internet charging and presents some interesting p
als for charging schemes. The introduction of pricing in the Internet is also influence
research in the ATM area, as both running IP over ATM as well as using new resource res
tion methods like RSVP in the Internet are widely discussed options. Therefore s
approaches for charging in ATM networks are described in Section 3. In the last section o
report some comparison and validation of charging schemes is done. The references
does not only contain papers referenced in the report but also further interesting sour
information.
Charging in Multi-Service Networks
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2 Internet Charging

2.1 Overview (MacKie-Mason and Varian)

In [28] MacKie-Mason and Varian give answers to important questions associated with I
net economics.

2.1.1 Current Ways of Internet Pricing

The most important pricing mechanisms in today‘s Internet is connection or flat rate pricin
user pays an annual or monthly fee for being connected to the Internet. Usage of ne
resources is only limited by the access rate depending on the access technology (e. g.
ISDN, ADSL).

A subcase of connection pricing is denoted as committed information rate pricing in [28].
mechanism sometimes applied in private networks provides a guaranteed rate for wh
additional flat price has to be paid.

Moreover, some providers use special forms of pricing, e.g. a separate charge for e-m
charging for access to an international link [3].

2.1.2 Prices and Costs

MacKie-Mason and Varian point out that according to economic theory prices should al
reflect costs. Network costs can be divided into three parts:

• connection costs

• capacity costs

• social costs due to congestion

While connection costs can be adequately covered by connection pricing using a flat
capacity costs and social costs require a usage-based pricing scheme.

2.1.3 Pricing and Congestion Control

Congestion in the Internet is a problem which is more serious than in classical networks d
the wide range of usage rates. Prohibition of resource intensive applications can only be
porary solution. The network only sees IP packets and even the field in the IP header indi
the transport protocol (e. g. TCP, UDP) may be manipulated by the user or the applicatio

One can think of various solutions to the congestion problem:

• Overdimensioning: This is a sort of general solution which, however, may become v
costly. The authors of [28] expect that the user requirements increase with the same sp
the network resources. So there will always be a scarcity of resources.

• Resource reservation: Reservation mechanisms like RSVP that guarantee a certain b
width maintaining a specified delay. However, there are many objections against an
duction of such protocols in the Internet community.

• Voluntary control : There are various possible forms of this kind of congestion con
mechanism whose effectiveness, however, might be low especially since the numb
inexperienced users increases:
Charging in Multi-Service Networks
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• doing without a costly application (e. g. high bitrate video communication) in times
congestion

• indicating the importance of information setting a specific value in the service type
of the IP header

• slow start mechanism in TCP

Usage based pricing - in contrast to voluntary control - gives an incentive to the users to r
traffic or to choose the right level of priority in congestion situations. So users have the p
bility to express the value which they associate to their traffic. Furthermore, pricing give
additional indication to the network operator how serious congestion is and therefore the
signal to increase the capacity.

2.1.4 Problems with Internet Pricing

There are also some problems associated with Internet pricing, that are widely unsolved
now:

• sender-receiver problem, i.e. the question who pays for data transfer and how to rea
concept where the receiver pays

• complexity of packet counting

• identification of users

• support by appropriate router architectures

2.2 Responsive Pricing (MacKie-Mason, Murphy and Murphy)

In [27, 29, 30] the authors present a pricing scheme called responsive pricing where fee
signals between network and user play a major role.

The quality of a network is mainly determined by user satisfaction. This satisfaction is
roughly represented by engineering measures like loss ratio or delay. The reason for this
there are great differences in the requirements depending of the types of users and applic

• Real-time applications are less loss sensitive than e. g. remote login applications.

• Interactive applications suffer from delay in contrast to file transfer applications

• A certain level of QoS may be valuated differently by different users even if they use
same application.

• Some users require deterministic or at least statistic guarantees while others only n
best effort service.

These examples show that a separation of traffic according to only some few classes of a
tions is not a solution to the problem. The consequence from this is that the user has to b
of the network control loop. In the process of evaluating the feedback from the network
user can be supported by intelligence put into his workstation.

Feedback signals given by the network can be evaluated by the user on different time sc

• On a long-term basis users decide whether they use a network service or not.

• Users choose the time of day when they are on-line trying to avoid phases of congest
Charging in Multi-Service Networks
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• Within a session users adapt their traffic intensity or their QoS requirements dependi
the state of the network.

• On the packet level congestion control mechanisms are provided by protocols like TC

The user may, however, ignore feedback signals (e. g. by modifying TCP) and so increas
gestion and social network costs (see Section 2.1). Therefore pricing is suggested as a f
feedback which gives an incentive to the user to react to signals coming from the networ

As a simple approach to realize this a closed-loop feedback scheme is proposed in [27
state of the network is measured, e. g. in terms of buffer occupancy in the routers. From
state a price per packet is derived which is signalled to the users in regular intervals. A pro
is, however, to find an appropriate relation between congestion state and price. Furtherm
detailed mechanism and the time interval have to be defined for the distribution of prices

A more enhanced method to use prices as a form of feedback is the smart market app
When the network is in congestion state the user can indicate the value of a packet by as
ing a “bid” to the packet. This bid is the price the user is willing to pay for the transmissio
this packet. In a congested router, only a certain amount of packets is accepted. T
achieved by sorting the bids giving access only to packets with higher bids and discardin
others. All packets being accepted pay the same price which is equal to the lowest bid o
accepted packet. This mechanism corresponds to the concept of a Vickrey auction.

The appealing property of this scheme is that the users can exactly valuate the transmis
each packet. MacKie-Mason et al., however, identify some problems with the smart m
approach:

• The packets arrive continuously. The acceptance decision, however, has to be mad
time-slice basis.

• Users don‘t know in advance how much they have to pay.

• The smart market does not provide any guarantees. Only relative priorities can be indi

• The way of implementing a smart market in a real network with many possibly conge
routers is unknown. Especially the questions how to solve the sender-receiver pro
addressed in 2.1.4 is open.

Both realizations, the closed loop feedback scheme and the smart market approac
intended to set prices only in the congestion case.

2.3 Priority Pricing (Gupta et al., Cocchi et al.)

Like the smart market approach described in Section 2.2 the pricing scheme presen
Gupta et al. in [18] uses priorities on the packet level. The authors propose to differen
Internet traffic according to delay and loss requirements. As an example a separation int
levels of priority is given (with lower values indicating higher priority):

• Priority 1: Real-time services that are loss-sensitive

• Priority 2: Real-time services which are not loss-sensitive

• Priority 3: High priority best-effort traffic

• Priority 4: Low priority best-effort traffic
Charging in Multi-Service Networks
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The priority of a packet can be indicated using the type of service (TOS) field in the IP he
Inside the network the authors suggest to use “priority queues” in the routers without spe
ing, however, to which kind of priority (space or delay priority) they refer. The assignmen
prices to the priorities is left open to the ISP.

A similar charging scheme is presented in an early paper by Cocchi et al. [6]. Two bits in t
header are used to indicate whether a packet is loss-sensitive or delay-sensitive, respe
The price per packet is times a base price with denoting the number of priority bits

2.4 Expected Capacity Allocation (Clark)

In [5] pricing is introduced as a means to offer different options in network usage to the u
in a controlled manner. In the current Internet there is no possibility to obtain better quali
paying more which can become annoying in congestion situations. In this context Clark p
out that congestion can mainly be measured in form of reduced throughput leading to tran
sion delay on the application level (e. g. single character in remote login, text page or pictu
WWW, file in FTP), while packet level delay is not a major problem. This observation, h
ever, is restricted to data services based on TCP.

Concerning the realization of pricing in the Internet Clark proposes a charging scheme c
expected capacity allocation. This approach can be understood as a compromise betwee
anteed and best-effort service. User and network provider negotiate a sort of traffic co
containing an expected capacity profile. At the network ingress packets are tagged as
“in” or “out” with respect to the capacity profile. This task is done by a token bucket. T
token bucket may be realized in the same way as a leaky bucket for ATM/VBR traffic mon
ing a cell stream with regard to sustainable rate and maximum burst size. Inside the ne
“in” and “out” packets are handled differently in such a way that “out” packets are disca
first in congested routers. The detailed form of the capacity profile is determined by the IS
well as the manner how “in” and “out” packets are measured and treated in the network.

The expected capacity allocation scheme is strongly concatenated with the upcoming dif
ated services (DiffServ) approach of providing QoS in the Internet. On the other hand it
reminds of traffic management in ATM with UPC monitoring traffic according to a contr
and using the CLP bit in the cell header. However, there are mainly two differences bet
the approaches:

• The traffic contract does not refer to a connection like in ATM but holds on a long-t
basis. In this sense expected capacity pricing is more like flat rate pricing where the
pays for a certain access rate. The user has, e. g., to pay for the rate and the size of th
bucket. The bucket values, however, are no upper usage bounds but only thresholds f
ferentiating packets in the congestion case.

• The expected capacity allocation method does not give any guarantees with resp
throughput or delay. The only guarantee that is given is that the probability for a pa
being discarded along a certain path within the network is lower for “in” packets than
“out” packets. A consequence from this is that unlike in ATM no CAC is required to ma
tain any guarantees.

The author also addresses the sender-receiver problem mentioned in Section 2.1.4. Esp
for WWW traffic a “receiver pays” model is useful as the sender, which is a server provi
public information goods in many cases, has no major incentive to increase throughput by
ing larger fees. As a simple solution to that problem Clark suggests to additionally perfo

k 1+ k
Charging in Multi-Service Networks
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conformance test at the sender with respect to the receiver profile. This approach, howev
some shortcomings:

• The receiver profile is unknown at the sender location unless a complex signalling m
nism for the exchange of profiles is installed.

• Sender and receiver may belong to different providers using different types of capacity
files.

• In a multicast session the sender may even not know all receivers.

To overcome these drawbacks a more enhanced approach to handle the problem is pre
In this approach packets for which the receiver has to pay are tagged at congested route
possibly discarded at the receiver site according to the receiver profile. This means th
packets are transmitted over the network but discarding them at the receiver bucket giv
right signal for TCP to reduce the rate. Questions like how to decide whether the sender
receiver profile have to be applied, however, still remain open.

2.5 Paris Metro Pricing (Odlyzko)

A pricing scheme called PMP (Paris Metro Pricing) has been developed at AT&T Labs [37
39]. The name of the approach indicates that it was inspired by the Paris Metro system.
some years ago the Paris Metro offered transportation in first and second class cars with
cal number and quality of seats but with different prices for the tickets. The system opera
an equilibrium with the first class being less crowded but more expensive.

The analogy between PMP and the Paris Metro is that there are several distinct network
different prices in the PMP approach. Distinct in this context means that on each link a
share of the capacity is associated to each traffic class. The quality of service will be hig
the more expensive subnetworks as the number of users is smaller. This is the same e
that being observed when regarding the performance in networks of different providers
different access fees. The advantage of this approach is simplicity due to its self-regu
nature.

Instead of using separate networks it would also be possible to use static priorities (as pro
in [18]) or different weights if a fair queueing scheduling technique (e. g. WFQ) is appl
One could also think of a mixture of different methods.

An implementation of PMP could use the priority field available in the IP header restricting
number of priority levels to 8 (3 bits). Odlyzko suggests to limit the number of priorities to
The IP priority bit could be set on the workstation by a “wrapper” software handling all IP t
fic on that machine. Inside the network some changes are required in the routers to instal
kind of priority service. However, this could be done step by step thereby easing migration
new network structure. Furthermore, accounting hardware and software is only required
edge routers but not in the network core.

Issues like the “receiver pays” problem or support of multicast services is left open for fu
research in the papers.
Charging in Multi-Service Networks
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3 Charging in ATM Networks

3.1 Overview (Miah and Cuthbert)

The paper presented by Miah and Cuthbert [35] gives an excellent overview on cha
schemes for ATM networks. The authors evaluate different usage-based approaches
from literature and compare them to a new charging method developed in the context
ACTS project CANCAN.

The following design criteria for charging schemes are defined to enable comparison:

• Clarity : What does the user have to know about the network, the traffic and the cha
method?

• Accountability : “Can the user‘s actual usage of the service be traced in response to an
query?”

• Predictability : Is the tariff already known on call setup or does it depend on statist
parameters?

• Flexibility : Is an extension or modification of the charging scheme possible?

• Practicality : What implementation complexity is required for the charging scheme? Do
depend on CAC, UPC, or measurements?

• Control : Is the charging scheme appropriate to control network operation, e. g. to a
congestion?

• Choice: Is it possible for the users to choose between different QoS levels correspon
with different prices?

3.2 Effective Bandwidth Approach (Kelly, Courcoubetis et al.)

This charging method is presented in several papers, each emphasizing a different asp
Kelly, Songhurst, Courcoubetis, Siris, Stamoulis, and Weber [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 21, 22, 23
Many of the papers are based on research activities performed in the ACTS pr
CA$hMAN.

The basic idea is the following. Each connection is charged with a price per until tim
price per bit and an optional connection price . The parameters and depend o
traffic characteristics negotiated during call setup following the concept of effective b
width. If a user declares a mean rate for the new connection then and are chose
that the straight line defines the tangent of the (expected) effective bandwidth f
tion (obtained from large deviations theory) at the point (Fig. 3.1). If the user actu
sends traffic with a mean rate different from he is punished with a charge higher
that he would have to pay when he had declared the mean rate to be . The scheme is
fore a compromise between charging for reserved resources and charging for actually n
resources.

Following drawbacks can be identified for this charging scheme [35]:

• The user has to declare the mean rate. So users who are not able to predict the mean
their application are punished.

a
b c a b

m a b
a b x⋅+

x m=
M m

M
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• The network has to measure the mean rate  for each connection.

• A user who is not familiar with the effective bandwidth concept will not understand the
son and the extent of the punishment.

• The CAC function has to rely on declared parameters. Therefore the UPC function wil
card non-conforming cells. This may lead to a twofold punishment which will be difficul
explain to the users.

In [9] Courcoubetis et al. present an approach which enhances this model by considerin
ferent service categories and different QoS requirements. The authors, however, don‘t g
detail and so there still remain doubts whether an integration of this concept into a networ
be feasible and acceptable for the users.

3.3 Effective Bandwidth Approach (Lindberger)

In [26] Lindberger proposes a simple charging method where for each connection the c
 is defined by the formula

(3.1)

using the following definitions:

• : factor depending on distance and time of day

• : a-priori estimation of effective bandwidth of the connection

• : duration of the connection

The main problem with Lindberger‘s approach is the calculation of the effective bandw
which is based on the bufferless multiplexer model. The rate distribution of the source
either be determined by measurement or given by the user. The first alternative is critica
respect to CAC which usually relies on the effective bandwidths being fixed during a con
tion. Letting the user specify the rate distribution on the other hand is too complex and h
be monitored

Charge

mean rate xm M

Figure 3.1: Specification of charging parameters in Kelly‘s approach

eff. bandwidth

a
b

M

C

C KL T, d t⋅ ⋅=

KL T,

d

t
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3.4 Mean Bandwidth Approach (Botvich)

The charging method presented by Botvich in [2] is a result of the ACTS project CANC
The charge for a connection is determined as follows:

(3.2)

The symbols in the formula have the following meanings:

• : connection duration

• : mean rate of the connection

• : constant which may depend on time of day

• : factor trying to predict the ratio  where  denotes the effective bandwidth

is calculated by evaluating the last released connections for which , , and
known:

(3.3)

The effective bandwidths are obtained from large deviations theory using a measurem
the rate distributions.

A drawback of this scheme is that the current value has to be transmitted to the users
connection setup in order to fulfil the clarity and predictability criteria mentioned
Section 3.1. This is even more serious as different values have to be provided for diff
traffic types. The choice of and the definition of what is a traffic type are open issues w
have a strong impact on both effectiveness and implementation complexity of the scheme
thermore, it is doubtful whether users want their connection to be charged depending o
connection parameters of previous connections of different users. This reduces the adv
that the user only has to declare the mean rate of the connection.

3.5 Design Rate Approach (Griffiths, Miah and Cuthbert)

The new charging method proposed in [35] is based on the design rate scheme presen
Griffiths in [17]. In this scheme the charge  of a connection is calculated as follows:

(3.4)

where denotes the connection duration and is a constant factor. represents the so
design rate which can be specified by the user. The design rate corresponds to the rate o
fic shaper dedicated to the connection. The shaper may be located in the end device o
network ingress. For the case that the shaper is not under the control of the network pr
the traffic leaving the shaper has to be monitored by a policer.

C α K m t⋅ ⋅ ⋅=

t

m

α

K d m⁄ d

K N mi di ti

K

ti di⋅
i 1=

N

∑

ti mi⋅
i 1=

N

∑
-----------------------=

di

K

K
N

C

C α D t⋅ ⋅=

t α D
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In [35] Miah and Cuthbert extend this concept by the support of different traffic catego
(CBR/VBR, ABR, UBR) and different levels of QoS (high, medium, low). For CBR/VBR tra
fic the charge of a connection is given by

(3.5)

where is a cost function mainly dependent on the QoS level, the time of day, and the dis
between the connection end points. For UBR traffic the charge is determined by the traffi
ume  independent of the connection duration:

(3.6)

The charging function for ABR is a mixture of that for CBR/VBR and that for UBR.

The distinction of different QoS levels has to be supported by an architecture using a sch
ing mechanism that is able to divide the link rate into dedicated rate shares for the differen
els. The question of how to dimension the scheduler as well as the shapers is widely lef

CCBR c D t⋅ ⋅=

c

V

CUBR c V⋅=
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4 Conclusions

In the current Internet mainly flat rate pricing is used to charge users. This kind of pricing
the tremendous advantage of simplicity because no accounting is required and the eff
billing can be limited to a minimum.

However, mainly due to the following reasons usage-sensitive pricing is attractive:

• A discrimination of light users is avoided as each user pays for the amount of data se

• Usage-sensitive pricing helps to reduce congestion if higher per volume prices are
duced in the peak hours.

• Usage-sensitive pricing can be used as a means to fulfil different QoS requirements im
by different types of services, applications, and users.

For the realization of the last point in the list two basic concepts are currently discussed
first concept can be interpreted as an enhancement of the best-effort service by introduci
ferent priority levels. The integration into the existing protocol world can easily be manage
using the TOS field in the IP header. The drawback of this approach is that no guarantees
any QoS measures like loss or delay can be given to the users. Priorities only provide a re
differentiation. The approaches presented in Section 2 widely belong to this category. A
them the Paris Metro Pricing seems to be best-reasoned with respect to feasibility.

The alternative concept is to use explicit resource reservation with guarantees that the
requirements specified by the user are maintained. This can be achieved by using ATM
basic technology or integrating new reservation protocols like RSVP into the Internet.
guarantees may be a desirable feature for some users but the realization of that c
requires CAC. The design and management of CAC in a heterogeneous multi-service ne
is a complex task. Furthermore, there is always the problem whether the price of a conn
should be defined according to the traffic contract or whether also the actual resource
should be considered. A compromise solution is given in the papers from the context o
CA$hMAN project. However, the pricing scheme described there leads to rather com
mathematical models which can hardly be understood by a normal user. A convincing so
for the issue of different QoS requirements is also not available.

The shortcomings of a concept based on reservation and QoS guarantees are obviou
models proposing some kind of priority pricing on the other hand have the advantage tha
can be more easily integrated into the current structure of the Internet, thus offering a m
tion path for providers. Issues like the realization of a “receiver pays” scheme or the pricin
multicast services still remain for further study. Moreover, architectures of network elem
have to be found which support multiple priority traffic in an appropriate way.
Charging in Multi-Service Networks
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